
2008 ALA Annual Conference 
ACRL Instruction Section 
Executive Committee I 

 
Saturday, June 28, 2008 

10:30 am – 12:00 pm 
Sheraton Park Hotel, Plaza C 

 
MINUTES 

 
 
Executive Committee Members present:  Jean Caspers (ch), Ellysa Cahoy, Jennifer Dorner, Lori 
DuBois, Sarah McDaniel, Susan Miller, Susan Vega García 
 
Guests:  Melissa Becher, Susanna Eng, Clara Fowler, Merinda McLure, Marsha Schnirring, Jennifer 
Sharkey, Rob Withers 
 
 
I. Welcome & Introductions. All present introduced themselves. 
 
II.  Call for additions and revisions to the agenda.  None. 
 
III.  Nominating Committee report.  Sarah McDaniel reported that normally the slate of nominations 
would have been announced by now, but the nominating process has been delayed due to the need 
to wait for the outcome of the vote on changing the terms of Members at Large.  IS members voted 
to approve four Members at Large with two year terms, a change that will give more people the 
chance to participate, and to arrange staggered terms.  Lori DuBois has agreed to continue for an 
additional year to help transition into staggered terms, so her Member at Large term will now be 
2006-2010.  Incoming Member at Large Susanna Eng will still have a three year term; everyone 
elected afterward will serve a two year term.  Now that the Member at Large question is 
straightened out for the ballot, the nomination slate can be put together, and there should be a slate 
announced soon. 
 
IV.  Old Business 
 

A. Approval of IS Executive Minutes from 2008 ALA Midwinter Meeting.  Jean Caspers 
announced that minutes approved via email do need to be approved face to face.  Minutes 
were approved.   

 
B. Approval of List of Executive Committee Actions (January – June 2008).  Jean has 
made changes that were suggested on the Executive Committee e-mail list before the 
conference meeting.  Jean will forward the list to Committee members via email after Annual 
and have it approved at that point.   

 
A question was raised about IS committee work approved solely by a committee’s liaison 
(rather than needing to be brought before all the Executive Committee for a decision) will not 
show up on the Executive Committee actions list.  The committee discussed possible 
procedures for getting items approved by liaisons onto the list of Executive Committee 
actions. Jean will write a boilerplate statement to address liaison approved items, and will 
forward that along with the Actions list for approval by Executive Committee immediately 



after Annual.  The web page listing responsibilities of Executive Committee members should 
be edited to include mention of actions from liaisons.  This should also be included in the 
Policy manual. 

 
C. Committee Meetings each Exec Member is Attending   Reminder to attend meetings of 
committees to which you serve as liaison. 

 
V. Reports and Discussions 

A. Report from the IS Web Administrators.  Jennifer Sharkey discussed the Web 
administrators report distributed to the Executive Committee via email before Annual, and 
highlighted two important issues: 

 
• Web site email form and spam.  ACRL does not yet have a solution for addressing this 

problem, so the Web administrators have been looking at various options including “Web Form 
AntiSpam” software.  After discussion, the decision was made to do away with the form itself 
and use mailto links to see if this reduces the amount of spam received. 

 
• Archiving the Web site:  The IS Web site has become quite large with some content going 

back about ten years.  The question was raised whether content should be kept indefinitely 
on the website, or whether a retention schedule should be drawn up.  The decision was made 
that Jennifer Sharkey will send the Executive Committee a list of unlinked files for Executive 
Committee members to review. 

 
B. Report from the Web Task Force.  Rob Withers reported on the work of the Web Task 
Force, which he co-chairs with Maura Smale.  Some of the key issues the group has considered 
are the structure of information on the Web site, location of files, usability, and potential 
renaming of directories and files in order to reduce redundancies and to shorten unnecessarily 
lengthy URLs.  After discussion, Ellysa Cahoy said that next steps would be to seek approval of 
the Web Task Force Report document by Executive Committee.  Ellysa will start the 
discussion by circulating the document to Committee members.   

 
C. Archiving Information Policies.  Susan Vega Garcia reported that the updated “Archiving 
Information: Guidelines for Archival Record Rentention” web page now replaces three 
outdated web pages still on the IS Web site.  
(http://www.ala.org/ala/acrlbucket/is/organizationacrl/archiving/archivinginformation.cfm)   
 
The committee approved deletion of those outdated files:   

 
• Annual Timeline for Archiving (last updated Dec. 2004) 

http://www.acrl.org/ala/acrlbucket/is/organizationacrl/archiving/annualtimeline.cfm 
 

• Archive Inventories (last updated by Chad Kahl June 2008) 
http://www.ala.org/ala/acrlbucket/is/organizationacrl/archiving/archiveinventories.cfm 

 
• Document Retention & Dispensation for IS Section Chairs (last updated July 1996) 

http://www.acrl.org/ala/acrlbucket/is/organizationacrl/archiving/documentretention.cfm 
 

There is still one outdated web page on the Web site that deals with the archiving 
responsibilities of Web administrators, last updated in 1998.  
(http://www.acrl.org/ala/acrlbucket/is/organizationacrl/archiving/responsibility.cfm)   



This content is not addressed on the “Archiving Information: Guidelines…” web page, which 
focuses on the responsibilities of committee chairs.  After discussion, it was agreed that the 
page should be retained but updated with current and more specific information to help Web 
administrators know what to archive.  Susan will follow up on this. 
 
Susan also pointed out that the web page that lists responsibilities of Executive Committee 
members states that it is the secretary’s responsibility to review and update web pages 
dealing with the archiving process, rather than being the responsibility of the IS archivist.  
She reported that she and current IS archivist Chad Kahl collaborated on the updates for the 
“Archiving Information: Guidelines…” web page, which facilitated the process.  After 
discussion, it was agreed to make the review and updating of archive-related web pages to 
become the responsibility of both the secretary and archivist working together.  The web 
page describing responsibilities of elected IS officers should also be updated to indicate this. 
 
Actions:  Susan will ask the web administrators to delete the three outdated files now 
replaced by the updated Archiving Information: Guidelines...” web page.  During her term as 
IS Archivist, Susan will also follow up on updating the web page that provides archiving 
guidelines for IS web site administrators, working with incoming secretary Merinda McLure. 

 
 
Meeting was adjourned at 12:06 pm. 
 
 
Minutes taken by Susan A. Vega García, IS Secretary 2007-08. 
 


